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ABSTRACT
A large body of knowledge on database tuning is available in the
form of natural language text. We propose to leverage natural
language processing (NLP) to make that knowledge accessible to
automated tuning tools. We describe multiple avenues to exploit
NLP for database tuning, and outline associated challenges and
opportunities. As a proof of concept, we describe a simple prototype
system that exploits recent NLP advances to mine tuning hints
from Web documents. We show that mined tuning hints improve
performance of MySQL and Postgres on TPC-H, compared to the
default configuration.
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INTRODUCTION

A large body of work is available on the topic of database tuning.
This work comes in the form of vendor-provided documentation,
blog entries, or scientific papers. It covers various aspects of database tuning, different systems, hardware, and software configurations, as well as different use cases. This treasure trove of tuning
knowledge is mainly targeted at human database administrators.
Hence, it is represented as natural language text. Up to date, automated tuning tools do not benefit from it directly.
We propose to leverage recent advances in natural language
processing (NLP) to make this information accessible to database
tuning tools. The state of the art in NLP has recently advanced
significantly by the advent of pre-trained language models. Those
language models correspond to large neural network that have
been pre-trained using large text corpora. As a result, training
them for custom NLP tasks is relatively cheap and requires only
modest amounts of training data [10]. This makes them particularly
well suited for domains such as database tuning where labeling
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training data requires highly specialized knowledge (making it hard
to obtain large collections of samples).
We see multiple avenues for leveraging NLP for database tuning. First, there are myriads of tuning hints available in the form
of natural language text (e.g., on the Web or in manuals). Those
hints specify for instance how to set values for various database
system parameters to optimize performance. They cover different
scenarios in terms of platform (e.g., different settings are often
recommended for different operating systems or hardware setups)
or workload (e.g., the best settings may differ between analytical
and transactional workloads). Often, such hints propose formulas,
rather than fixed parameter values, allowing them to generalize
across a range of situations. In principle, automated tuning tools
may identify optimal parameter settings by trying options in a
principled manner (e.g., via reinforcement learning [16]) or based
on large amounts of training data. However, mining hints from
text documents can complement those approaches by speeding up
convergence or reducing the amount of required training data.
Second, NLP may enable tuning tools to gain a deeper understanding of parameter semantics. For instance, certain parameters
trade performance for reduced consistency guarantees. Such dependencies are typically pointed out in the manual, or outlined in
related tuning hints on the Web. The detrimental effects of reduced
consistency guarantees manifest rarely, making it hard to identify
them based on experiments alone. Hence, parsing text documents
can save the need for additional, system-specific user input, prior
to automated tuning. Third, beyond additional text documents,
already the names of parameters or database elements can hold
valuable information. For instance, an experienced DBA may form
an educated guess about parameter semantics based on parameter
names alone. This can help forming priors for tuning options (e.g.,
increasing parameters related to memory and buffer space tends
to improve performance on analytical workloads). We propose to
enable database tuning tools to apply a similar kind of reasoning.
In the remainder of this paper, we first provide additional background on natural language processing and on database tuning (see
Section 2). Then, we outline the aforementioned research opportunities in more detail in Section 3. Next, in Section 4, we discuss first
experimental results on mining tuning hints from text documents.
Our early prototype parses text documents and uses pre-trained
language models to identify key sentences, proposing parameter
settings. Further, we classify key sentences according to tuning
hint type, and extract relevant context as well as parameter names
and proposed values. We evaluate our prototype for MySQL and
Postgres, using tuning hints mined from Web documents. We show
that mined configuration recommendations improve performance

on TPC-H, compared to default settings. Finally, we summarize and
point out future work directions in Section 5.

2
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BACKGROUND

We discuss prior work in NLP in Section 2.1. Giving a complete
overview of NLP methods is beyond our scope. Instead, we focus on
recent developments that connect to this work. Section 2.2 discusses
prior work in database tuning and optimization.

2.1

NLP Analysis
Priors
Optimizer

Figure 1: NLP-enhanced database tuner: system, data, and
query related text are used to form priors for optimization.

Natural Language Processing

For many NLP tasks, achieving state of the art performance nowadays requires large neural networks with many parameters [27].
Training such models is expensive and requires large training sets.
In many scenarios, this makes it prohibitively expensive to train
models from scratch for all but the most common NLP tasks. This
has recently motivated large, pre-trained language models that can
be specialized to new tasks with limited overheads. Arguably, some
of the most impressive advances in NLP over the past few years are
due to such models [24].
Pre-trained language models follow the high-level idea of transfer learning. They are trained on generic tasks for which large
amounts of training data are available. Then, they are specialized to
new tasks using small amounts of training data and with moderate
overheads. For instance, the recently proposed BERT model [6] is
pre-trained on the task of masked language modeling. Here, the
goal is to infer masked words in input sentences. Doing so successfully requires a certain “understanding” of syntax and semantics as
well as some commonsense knowledge. All of those are important
for other NLP tasks as well which makes language modelling a
suitable pre-training objective (together with the large amounts of
available training data).
A pre-trained model can be applied to new tasks either by finetuning (i.e., adapting weights of a pre-trained model via task-specific
training) or by using output of the pre-trained model as features
for another, task-specific model. It has been shown that using pretrained models can reduce the number of task-specific samples
required for competitive performance by multiple orders of magnitude [10]. This seems particularly important when using text
analysis for database tuning, as labeling samples often requires specialized knowledge (e.g., by database administrators) or expensive
data processing (if labels are based on performance results gained
via experiments).
Pre-trained models, and NLP methods more broadly, have been
used in the context of database systems before [15, 17, 25]. However,
typically, they are used on the interface side, to make data more
accessible. Here, we propose to use NLP methods for performance
optimization instead.

2.2

NLP-Enhanced DB Tuner

Database Tuning and Optimization

The performance of a database system can be influenced via various
parameters. These include system configuration parameters, typically specified in configuration files [16, 23, 33]. More broadly, they
include parameters related to physical design (e.g., which index
structures or materialized views to generate [3, 5, 9, 30]), scheduling
decisions [14], and query planning [26].
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Most of those tuning problems are difficult for two reasons. First,
many of them are NP-hard [4, 5, 12]. This implies high computational cost for finding optimal solutions. Second, it is often difficult
to model performance in data processing as a function of tuning
choices. For instance, it is notoriously hard to estimate the cardinality of intermediate results during query processing [8]. This makes
it hard to assess the execution cost of query plans during planning.
Already for that reason, it is difficult to predict the impact of all
tuning choices (e.g., index creations) that are aimed at speeding up
query processing.
Challenges due to unreliable cost estimates have recently motivated a new wave of tuning approaches, based on machine learning [13, 19, 20, 22, 23]. We use the term “tuning” in a broad sense,
encompassing all of the aforementioned tuning and optimization
problems. The approach proposed in this paper belongs into the
same broad category, as it is implicitly based on machine learning.
It differs from prior work as it uses machine learning for text analysis. We envision NLP-enhanced database tuning to be used not
as an alternative but in combination with other tuning methods. It
unlocks one additional source of tuning knowledge that can be used
for generating constraints, priors, or priorities for optimization.

3

RESEARCH VISION

We introduce the idea of NLP-enhanced database tuning in general
in Section 3.1. In Sections 3.2 and 3.3, we describe instances of the
aforementioned ideas, based on two concrete use cases.

3.1

NLP-Enhanced Database Tuning

A treasure trove of database tuning knowledge is available in the
form of natural language text. For instance, any diligent database
administrator will first consult the manual when maximizing performance for an unfamiliar system. Beyond the manual, myriads of
tuning hints have been published on the Web in blog entries, online
forums, or scientific papers.
Relevant knowledge is hidden not only in text documents. Even
the names of tuning parameters in configuration files, together
with associated comments, may already provide some intuition for
their semantics and promising values to try. The names of database
schema elements, as well as short associated descriptions in a data
dictionary, may carry useful information on their semantics. Even
queries themselves, containing user-defined column names and
comments, may contain text fragments that are helpful to understand query intent and ultimately optimize their execution.
We argue that recent advances in NLP enable automated tuning
tools to benefit from knowledge contained in text fragments. Figure 1 shows a template for NLP-enhanced database tuning tools. We

envision systems that may exploit any subset of the aforementioned
types of text fragments, related to system, data, or query workload.
As discussed in more detail next, we see multiple use cases for different database tuning problems. We do not argue to rely exclusively
on text for making tuning decisions. We see NLP as a complementary mechanism, unlocking additional sources of information that
complement others. Other sources of information include statistics
from past query executions [1], as well as information that is collected during tuning by executing sample workloads with specific
configurations (which is the case for tuning methods that rely on
active learning [19] or reinforcement learning [29, 33]). Knowledge
gained by text analysis could for instance serve as a prior for the
optimizer, as illustrated in Figure 1. This means that optimization
will initially favor tuning options that are consistent with suggestions extracted from text. Reinforcement learning (the approach
adopted by several recent database tuning methods [16, 21, 31]) can
integrate priors in various ways. For instance, Monte-Carlo Tree
Search methods [2] typically select actions randomly during initial
exploration. Here, priors can be used as a domain-specific heuristic
instead. Next, we outline two concrete use cases for NLP-enhanced
database tuning.

3.2

NLP-Enhanced System Configuration

Database systems nowadays feature a large set of tuning parameters. As pointed out in prior work [1, 32], the number of tuning
parameters keeps growing, making it hard to find optimal configurations manually. In this context, we see multiple avenues to exploit
NLP. First, there is a variety of tuning hints available in online
forums. Those hints cover different workloads, tuning goals, hardware properties and software platforms. The optimal parameter
values depend on that context. Those tuning hints are not always
reliable (and tuning hints from different sources may conflict). We
believe however that aggregating hints from a variety of textual
sources yields at least a reasonable starting point for further tuning.
We verify this intuition in the following section by experiments. In
some cases, even the name of a parameter may yield hints on which
settings to prioritize. E.g., considering a parameter with the term
“buffer_size” in its name, we may first try to increase it (rather than
decrease it) in order to speedup analytical workloads. Such priors
could be gained by analyzing correlations between performance
and parameter settings for a sufficient number of database systems.
Second, we may use NLP to gain a deeper understanding of parameter semantics. For instance, there are often parameter settings
that increase performance while allowing isolation anomalies. Also,
it is often possible to improve performance over extended periods by postponing expensive clean-up operations (or paying with
higher overheads during a recovery for instance). Analyzing text in
the manual or in forums can help to spot problematic parameter settings. For instance, parameter settings that relax isolation are often
identified explicitly in associated text. If an appropriately trained
text classifiers identifies such passages, the associated setting can
be discarded or de-prioritized during optimization.

3.3

NLP-Enhanced Cardinality Estimation

Imagine a query filtering a large data set by two predicates. One
predicate restricts column “dayOfWeek” to a constant, the other
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one restricts column “uniqueCustomerID” to a constant. Assuming
a target table with millions of rows, and preferring evaluating more
selective predicates earlier, which one would you evaluate first?
Most of us would intuitively evaluate the predicate on the second column (“uniqueCustomerID”) first. Based on the name of the
column, we expect unique values. If so, an equality predicate filters
out all but at most one row. For the other column, based on its name
(“dayOfWeek”), we expect a value domain of size seven. Assuming
a uniform distribution of rows over values, the selectivity of an
equality predicate is 1/7. For large tables, we expect the predicate
on customer ID to be the more selective one. Hence, using it first
for filtering is more efficient.
Column names or data dictionary entries associated with schema
elements can sometimes provide a prior for cardinality estimation. Such priors can be learned by considering a sufficiently large
number of data sets, together with cardinality-related information,
during training. In particular, certain column names may imply
expectations on the size of the associated value domain. Also, correlations between columns are often indicated by column names
(e.g., a data set with columns named “date” and “dayOfWeek”). Cardinality estimates are often based on assumptions on independent
column content. Priors gained from column names can provide first
warning signs that those assumptions are invalid.
Analyzing text fragments associated with schema elements cannot replace traditional cardinality estimation methods. Column
names do not always convey useful information. Also, column
names may be misleading or not paint the full picture. For instance,
the data set from the prior example may not contain any entries
with values “Saturday” or “Sunday” in the “dayOfWeek” column
(e.g., if it describes sales of a shop closed on week-ends). Then the
value domains is smaller than the name suggests.
Instead of an alternative, we consider NLP-enhanced analysis
rather as a complement to existing methods. The results of the latter
can be used to corroborate estimates obtained by more traditional
methods. Also, they can be used to guide efforts in gathering additional information. For instance, prior work has aimed at detecting
inter-column correlations based on samples [11]. If resources for
correlation detection are limited, one can prioritize column groups
where the names indicate a likely correlation.

4

PRELIMINARY RESULTS

We perform a proof of concept for the scenario outlined in Section 3.2. Section 4.1 describes a prototype of a simple NLP Analysis
component (see Figure 1) which could be used in that scenario. This
prototype mines tuning recommendations from Web documents.
In Section 4.2, we describe experiments in which we use mined
hints directly for configuration. In a full blown system, following
the sketch from Section 3.1, mined recommendations would form
the input for further optimization stages.

4.1

Prototype Description

Figure 2 shows an overview of a simple prototype system. The goal
of this system is to mine tuning hints for database systems from
input text. The input to the system is a collection of text documents
that (potentially) contain relevant recommendations for tuning a
specific database system. Additionally, the system receives names

System

Sentence with Context

Hint Expression

Type

Condition

Postgres

If you have a system with 1GB or more of RAM, a reasonable
starting value for shared_buffers is 1/4 of the memory in
your system

𝑠ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑑_𝑏𝑢 𝑓 𝑓 𝑒𝑟𝑠 = 0.25 ·
𝑚𝑒𝑚𝑜𝑟𝑦

Assign

𝑚𝑒𝑚𝑜𝑟𝑦 ≥ 1𝐺𝐵

There are some workloads where even larger settings for
shared_buffers are effective, but given the way PostgreSQL
also relies on the operating system cache, it’s unlikely you’ll
find using more than 40% of RAM to work better than a
smaller amount

𝑠ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑑_𝑏𝑢 𝑓 𝑓 𝑒𝑟𝑠
𝑚𝑒𝑚𝑜𝑟𝑦

≤ 0.4 ·

Upper
Bound

-

Be aware that if your system or PostgreSQL build is 32-bit, it
might not be practical to set shared_buffers above 2-2.5GB

𝑠ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑑_𝑏𝑢 𝑓 𝑓 𝑒𝑟𝑠 ≤ 2.5𝐺𝐵

Upper
Bound

32-bit

MySQL

The maintenance_work_mem parameter basically provides 𝑚𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒_𝑤𝑜𝑟𝑘_𝑚𝑒𝑚 ≥ Lower
the maximum amount of memory to be used by mainte- 𝑤𝑜𝑟𝑘_𝑚𝑒𝑚
Bound
nance operations like vacuum, create index, and alter table add foreign key operations ... It’s recommended to set
this value higher than work_mem; this can improve performance for vacuuming

-

innodb_stats_on_metadata Setting this to “OFF” avoids un- 𝑖𝑛𝑛𝑜𝑑𝑏_𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑠_𝑜𝑛_𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑎𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑎
necessary updating of InnoDB statistics and can greatly = 𝑂𝐹 𝐹
improve read speeds

Assign

-

innodb_flush_method ... If your disk is stored in SAN, 𝑖𝑛𝑛𝑜𝑑𝑏_𝑓 𝑙𝑢𝑠ℎ_𝑚𝑒𝑡ℎ𝑜𝑑
O_DSYNC might be faster for a read-heavy workload with = 𝑂_𝐷𝑆𝑌 𝑁𝐶
mostly SELECT statements

Assign

SAN, read-heavy

Table 1: Subset of tuning hints found on first ten Web documents retrieved via Google queries “Postgres database tuning” and
“MySQL database tuning”.

Text Documents on DB Tuning
Detect Hints

ranges for specific parameters. We call them “key sentences” in the
following. We detect such sentences using a classifier based on the
Roberta language model [18]. We describe the training process in
the next subsection.
Sentences with tuning recommendations often depend on prior
context. In particular, we observe that parameter names are often
specified in a section heading or in sentences that precede the key
sentence. Hence, we extract context for each key sentence. For
the moment, we use a simple heuristic that retrieves the last prior
sentence mentioning a parameter name.

Extract Context

Classify Type
Tuning
Parameters
Platform
Properties

Extract Properties
Instantiate Hint
Aggregate Hint
Aggregated Tuning Hints

Figure 2: Overview of prototype: we parse tuning hints from
text documents, classify them, instantiate parameterized
hints for specific platforms, and aggregate potentially conflicting hints.

of system-specific configuration parameters, and information about
platform properties (e.g., the main memory size). Next, we describe
the different steps of the pipeline in detail.
First, we identify text snippets in the input that give actionable
tuning advice. For that, we first decompose the input into single
sentences. Then, we detect sentences that propose values or value
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Example 4.1. Table 1 shows a few of the tuning hints that can
be extracted from Web documents. The hints focus on Postgres
and MySQL. The first stage of the pipeline aims at extracting key
sentences, such as the ones shown in Table 1, from surrounding
text. Some of them require context (shown in blue).
Next, we classify key sentences based on their type. Here, we
use again a classifier based on Roberta [18]. We assume that each
hint can be translated into an equation that involves the referenced
parameter. We classify hints based on the type of formula. E.g.,
we distinguish hints proposing specific values from hints defining
lower bounds, upper bounds, or sets of recommended values. For the
moment, our prototype only considers hints that propose specific
values. Exploiting value ranges requires a mechanism that explores
the associated search space. We plan to do so in future versions.

System
Postgres

#Sentences
2980

#Key S.
46

# Context S.
29

MySQL

3056

35

20

Table 2: Size of labeled training data.

Postgres

MySQL

Detecting Hints

4m27s

4m45s

Classifying Hints

16s

17s

Table 3: Training times for detecting hints in text and for
classifying given hints.

For each sentence classified as key sentence proposing a specific
value, we extract parameter name and proposed setting (the hint
“properties”). Tuning hints do not always propose concrete values
for a parameter. Instead, they propose a formula that may depend
on constants as well as other parameters or system properties (e.g.,
the number of cores, main memory, operating system, or disk space).
Currently, we support extraction of specific parameter values as
well as percentages of main memory (one of the most common types
of formulas in our sample). After this step, we instantiate tuning
hints by filling in concrete platform properties for placeholders
(e.g., the precise amount of main memory).
Example 4.2. Table 1 shows hints associated with key sentences.
Hints are represented by an expression that limits the set of possible
values to a subset of recommended values. We distinguish different
types of expressions (e.g., single value assignments versus lower
bounds). Also, some hints come with conditions under which the
recommendations apply.

Task

Approach

MCC

Recall

Precision

F1

Detect

Baseline

0.27

0.31

0.25

0.28

This

0.51

0.49

0.55

0.52

Baseline

0.04

0.05

1

0.09

This

0.27

0.91

0.71

0.8

Classify

Table 4: Quality metrics when processing hints for MySQL
after training with hints for Postgres.

Task

Approach

MCC

Recall

Precision

Detect

Baseline

0.25

0.33

0.22

0.26

This

0.6

0.48

0.76

0.59

Baseline

0

0.09

1

0.17

This

0.21

0.82

0.53

0.64

Classify
Different text authors may disagree with regards to the best
parameter settings. Additionally, the optimal setting may depend
on context (e.g., tuning tools and constraints as well as workload
properties). While we plan to refine our text analysis to distinguish
different situations, our current prototype does not yet support
this functionality. Finally, our extraction is noisy and may lead to
incorrect tuning hints. For all of these reasons, extractions from
different text documents may contradict each other. We aggregate
hints from different documents in a final step. For the moment,
we simply filter tuning hints to the ones that are mentioned at
least twice by independent sources. More sophisticated resolution
methods could cluster tuning hints that are not exactly but approximately equivalent. Also, we may weight documents based on the
reputation of the document source.

4.2

Stage

Experimental Results

We obtained preliminary experimental results for the prototype
outlined before. We focus on tuning MySQL and Postgres. We
downloaded the first ten documents returned by each of the Google
queries “MySQL database tuning” and “Postgres database tuning”
respectively. In all 20 documents, we identified “key sentences”,
including the ones in Table 1, that propose specific value domains
for specific parameters. Additionally, we identified sentences that
provide context (e.g., the parameter name) required to understand
the key sentence. Table 2 reports the size of the corresponding
subsets. While relatively small, note that pre-trained models have
shown competitive performance on some tasks with as little as 100
labeled training samples [10].
Our prototype uses two classifiers that require supervised training. First, we classify sentences into key and non-key sentences.
Next, we classify key sentences into six categories based on the type
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F1

Table 5: Quality metrics when processing hints for Postgres
after training with hints for MySQL.

of the associated logical expression (assignment, lower or upper
bound, value range, value set assignment, warning to exclude a
specific value). To make the task more challenging, we train both
classifiers with hints for one system and test with data for the other
system. This simulates the appearance of new database systems
for which hints must be parsed, using training data from prior systems. We train on the Google CoLab platform 1 , using Python 3.6.7
as programming language and the simple transformers library2 .
Starting from a pre-trained model (“Roberta-base”), we perform 20
epochs when training to detect tuning sentences and 10 epochs
for classifying tuning sentences. We weight key sentences with a
factor of 50 in the loss function to make up for class imbalance. We
used a default GPU instance with Intel Xeon 2.2GHz CPU, 12.7 GB
of main memory, 68.4 GB of hard disk, and a Tesla T4 GPU.
Table 3 shows training times for both classifiers and for both
systems. Next, we test the classifiers trained with data for the first
system on documents targeted at the other. We compare against a
simple baseline. The baseline considers sentences containing parameter names and a numerical value as key sentences. The baseline
classifies a sentence, based on the number of values that appear in it
(e.g., multiple values indicate a set of recommended values, a single
value may indicate an assignment or a bound). It selects the class
1 https://colab.research.google.com/
2 https://simpletransformers.ai/

This

innodb_buffer_pool_size

2.9 GB

16 GB

innodb_log_file_size

16 MB

(default)

query_cache_size

0

(default)

query_cache_type

0

(default)

innodb_buffer_pool_instances

(default)

8

innodb_flush_log_at_trx_commit

(default)

0

join_buffer_size

(default)

4 GB

MySQL
105
Time (ms)

Baseline

Table 6: Changes to default configuration for MySQL.

Parameter

Baseline

This

shared_buffers

16 GB

16 GB

maintenance_work_mem

1 GB

(default)

checkpoint_completion_target

0.9

(default)

effective_cache_size

(default)

4 GB

Default

Baseline

This

MySQL

307

97

82

Postgres

141

121

119

103
Postgres

104
102
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10111213141516171819202122
TPC-H Query
Default Configuration

This

Baseline

Figure 3: Comparing Postgres and MySQL performance with
different configurations.

Table 7: Changes to default configuration for Postgres.

System

104

102

Time (ms)

Parameter

Table 8: Total time for TPC-H queries in seconds for different configurations.

Postgresql Tuner4 . We consider them as strong baselines as those
tools have been specialized for the database systems we evaluate on.
Tables 6 and 7 describe the changes to the default configuration that
are proposed by the prototype (“This”) as well as by the respective
tuning tool (“Baseline”). We evaluate different configurations on the
TPC-H benchmark [28] with scaling factor 1. We use Postgres 10.15
and MySQL 5.7.32 on an Amazon EC2 t2.2xlarge instance with
200 GB of EBS gp2 storage. The operating system is Ubuntu 18.04.
For each configuration, we perform one warmup run before the
actual measurement.
Figure 3 shows per-query run times and Table 8 shows total run
time. Clearly, both, the configuration proposed by our prototype as
well as the one proposed by the baselines, work better than the default configuration. Among the two fine-tuned configurations, the
one proposed by the prototype is slightly better. The results come
with several caveats. E.g., first, the system-specific tuning tools
consider additional aspects beyond pure performance (e.g., security,
main memory consumption). Second, the number of analyzed documents is still fairly small. Nevertheless, the results demonstrate
potential for integrating text analysis into database tuning tools.

randomly among all classes that are consistent with the number of
values. Tables 4 and 5 report results for the trained classifiers and
the baselines. We compare according to Matthew’s Correlation Coefficient (respectively the generalization to the multiclass case [7]).
We also calculate precision, recall, and the F1 score, focusing on
retrieving sentences that can be used by the current prototype (i.e.,
tuning hints of assignment class). The classifiers outperform the
baselines.
Next, we evaluate the end-to-end impact of the tuning hints
mined by the prototype. Again, we train classifiers with documents
from one classifier and process all documents retrieved for the
other system. Besides the classifiers, we use the simple heuristics
outlined before. During aggregation, we only keep tuning hints that
are mined from at least two independent sources. For MySQL, the
system identified 15 sentences as likely tuning sentences with hints,
14 of them as likely assignments. Four of the hints extracted from
those sentences appeared at least twice. For Postgres, the system
identified 17 sentences as likely tuning sentences, 10 of them as
likely assignments. Two extracted hints appeared at least twice.
We compare against two tuning systems that are specialized for
Postgres and for MySQL respectively: the MySQL Tuner3 and the

We advocate for the use of text documents and snippets as one
additional source of information in database tuning. NLP-enhanced
database tuners can exploit such information to complement or
corroborate other sources of information, or to guide efforts in
collecting additional information online. We presented and evaluated a simple prototype of an NLP-enhanced database tuner. We
demonstrated that information parsed automatically from the Web
can yield significant speedups, compared to default configurations.

3 https://github.com/major/MySQLTuner-perl

4 https://github.com/jfcoz/postgresqltuner
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5

CONCLUSION
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